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Stephen 
     This book is about some 
really good things that are going on out 
there. 
 
     These are only a few of the 
good things that you can find 



  Sure, there is some bad stuff out 
there, 
  but that bad stuff gets talked about 
a lot so you hear about it. 



 The good things don’t get talked 
about so much, 
 
  so we want to remind you of some 
of those good things, 
 
  that don’t get talked about so 
much. 



This flower is about as big as a little lego block. 
   
All the instructions for building it were in the seed. 



These wild turkeys hunt for acorns. What are 
acorns for? 



Stephen, you know what acorns are for. 
 
 
  The idea for acorns was not to feed 
turkeys. 
 
  You gathered some acorns and 
brought them home 



Those acorns had little cracks in their 
shells. 
 
 
When you put them in some soil, water 
got in through those cracks. 
 
When the water got into the acorn, a little 
baby plant that was inside the acorn 
tasted that water and started to grow. 



The root of the baby plant grew first and 
found a way out through a crack in the 
acorn’s shell. 
 
 
 
Once the baby’s root got out into the soil, 
it was able to gather some more water and 
in that water there were some other kinds 
of food. 



Soon little leaves grew out from the 
upper side of the baby oak. 
 
The baby leaves were out  
in the air so they could  
gather food from the air. 
 
The main kind of air food for the little 
leaves was a gas called carbon dioxide. 



One of the best things for Earth is  
      Green Magic. 
 
We call it Green Magic because this is the 
only thing anywhere that can catch  
 

   little bits of sunlight  
  
    and make food from them 



The little oak leaves built MAGIC stuff 
inside their cells – 
 
 
-- MAGIC GREEN molecules! 
 
 
These magic molecules had the power of 
GREEN MAGIC!  



The Green Magic molecules used their 
magic to catch little packets of light 
energy from the sun.. 
 
The magic molecules made the little 
packets of sun energy into big powerful 
bundles of energy. 
 



The big bundles of energy were 
stored in things made from carbon 
dioxide and water. 
 
 
    This is FOOD! 
 



Green plants have magical 
stuff in them that makes 
them green and lets them 
catch teeny-tiny packets of   
  SUN ENERGY  
and put them together,  
 
 
 
 
 

Nothing except green plants can do this  
    MAGIC!! 

 big molecules of high-energy food. 

like lego, into big blocks of energy  
 that are powerful enough to make  



Stephen, this GREEN MAGIC is the best 
of all things for the Earth – 
 
-- and nobody except the green plants -- 
like your little oaks –  
has this power !! 



All baby plants do not come from acorns—
there are baby plants in these berries. 



Baby pine trees are in seeds in this cone. 



This baby pine came from a seed in a cone 
that fell up the hill from our house. 



These young pines are 2 or 3 years old. 



This juvenile pine 
tree is about 10 
or 12 years old. 
 
The pine cone 
with the seed 
that held this 
tree also fell near 
our house. 



How long ago did 
the seeds of these 
pine trees fall 
from their 
mothers? 



Even after we cut a pine tree, it gives life. 

How many 
little pines 
are growing 
on this nurse 
stump? 



 This pine stump glows with mosses. 



 This cut pine is home for lichens, too. 



This guy also is made of pine seeds. 



 A red squirrel ate all these pine seeds. 



 They eat acorns but they plant some, too. 



Trees and other green plants also 
create beauty in our landscapes. 



Water also creates beauty and POWER. 



 Beautiful power does not need fixing. 



 Even with no water, there is beauty. 



 But what is more beautiful than this? 



Do woodpeckers get food from plants? 



 Did these woodpeckers eat wood?   



Does a nuthatch eat Green Magic? 



Do chickadees eat Green Magic food? 
 Seeds at the feeder, yes. 
   What about in the forest? 



 Moose are made from green plants! 



  So are deer! This buck ate his in Utah. 



 Black bears eat baby plants in berries. 



Is this Spirit Bear eating plants? 
     Did the salmon? 



Semi-Palmated Sandpipers fill the Bay  of 
Fundy sky at Johnston’s Mills nature park. 



Flying from the Arctic to South America, these 
sandpipers to feed on mudflats. 



The sandpipers double their weight in 
two weeks so they can fly onward. 

They eat these 
tiny amphipods 
who eat dead 
plants on the 
mudflats. 
 Get a ruler; 
they are about 
10 mm long! 



In deeper parts of the ocean, sun energy is 
captured by tiny plants that are eaten by 
these little red krill.  



This energy came from those little krill. 



This baleen came from the mouth of a whale. 
It separated krill from water. 



Humpback whales jump with sun energy. 



 Little plants let this huge whale move! 



Sun, algae, krill, giant whale having fun. 



 People patting whales. This is good! 



There are some things to fix BUT 
there are many more things that 
are good. 
 
All those good things just need us 
to look after them and enjoy them. 



 Just like these guys. 


